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Scope and Purpose- In certain settings the routine scheduling of employees proves to be a complex problem
in combinatorics. During the past 12 years most efforts to automate scheduling have relied chiefly on one or
another variant of linear programming. We show that those approaches are disappointing in the case of the
general employee scheduling problem, since more than 4 million integer variables are involved. On the other
hand, by relying on an integration of appropriate techniques from both management science and artificial
intelligence we render the general problem thoroughly tractable, permitting the routing scheduling of over
100 employees for one week on an IBM PC in minutes. In this paper we speak of the approach which makes
that possible.

Abstract- The general employee scheduling problem extends the standard shift scheduling problem by
discarding key limitations such as employee homogeneity and the absence of connections across time period
blocks. The resulting increased generality yields a scheduling model that applies to real world problems
confronted in a wide variety of areas.

The price of the increased generality is a marked increase in size and complexity over related models
reported in the literature. The integer programming formulation for the general employee scheduling
problem, arising in typical real world settings, contains from one million to over four million zero~ne
variables. By contrast, studies of special cases reported over the past decade have focused on problems
involving between 100 and 500 variables.

We characterize the relationship between the general employee scheduling problem and related problems,
reporting computational results for a procedure that solves these more complex problems within 98-99 %
optimality and runs on a microcomputer. We view our approach as an integration of management science
and artificial intelligence techniques. The benefits of such an integration are suggested by the fact that other
zero~ne scheduling implementations reported in the literature, including the one awarded the Lancaster
Prize in 1984, have obtained comparable approximations of optimality only for problems from two to three
orders of magnitude smaller, and then only by the use of large mainframe computers.

INTRODUCTION

Employee scheduling problems arise in a variety of service delivery settings, including the scheduling
of nurses in hospitals, check encoders in banks, airline and hotel reservation personnel, telephone
operators, patrol officers and others. In their simplest form, these problems involve only the
assignment of days-off, as in some of the less complex settings for the scheduling of nurses. A typical
problem of this form requires the scheduler to give appropriate days off to each of a number of
employees who work standard shifts with differing start times while assuring that the required
number of employees are on duty throughout the day and week. Variations of this type were
addressed in Brownell and Lawrence [1] and Keith [2].

The shift scheduling problem, as in the scheduling of telephone operators, is more complex. In shift
scheduling, the scheduler works with part-time as well as full-time employees, and shift types contrast
with each other in the following attributes:

(1) durati?n (length) :";'
1 I(2) start tImes

(3) the number of breaks (reliefs)
(4) the placement of the breaks.

The scheduler must determine the shift types (and the number of each type to employ), and in some
cases determine which employee should receive which set of shifts. Union rules and company policy
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THE GENERAL EMPLOYEE SCHEIDULING PROBLEM

The more complex scheduling problem which we addr~s has wide applicability, especially in the
supermarket, reservation office and fast food fields. It differs rather dramatically from the days-off
and the shift scheduling problems by including important real world features that resist practical
solution by methods of formal analysis. We first describe the problem informally and indicate the
features that a practical solution system must have in ord,r to deal with the problem effectively. For
comparative reference, we indicate overlaps and contrastslwith other employee scheduling problems
previously examined. We report the result of applying o~r approach to problems from real world
settings and discuss the implications of our empirical re~ults.

FULL-TIMEjPART-TIME EiMPLOYEES

As in the shift scheduling problem, it is assumed in the general employee scheduling problem that
some fraction of the work will be done by full-time employees and the remainder by part-time
employees. Full-time employees are those entitled to work a staI)dard number of hours each week
(commonly 40) and generally work shifts of standard duration (commonly 8 hours each). The start

High:
Ours> 1,000,000 shifts Heuristics-blend or

MSjAI
540 Supennkt

Fast food

Definitions:
LOW means: no linking constraints between blocks of time periods, a small number of shift types, and homogeneous employees with

unlimited availabilities.
MEDIUM means: no linking constraints between blocks of time, a small number of shift types, homogeneous employees with unlimited

availabilities, and management rules.
HIGH means: linking constraints between blocks of time periods, a large numb~r of shift types, non-homogeneous employees with limited

availabilities, and management rules.
U. formula (uniform formula) means: each shift is characterized by the same rule, such as: every employee works 5 days a week (time periods

are in days).
The word "shift" in the foregoing table translates into the word "variable" in an integer programming formulation. (Some references use the

word "trick" rather than "shift".)
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times and the number and location of breaks may vary. In $.ddition, a full-time employee mayor may
not be entitled to the same start time each day worked.

In the general problem, as handled by our method, the user is given the ability to specify shift
features such as duration, start time, and the number and placement of breaks. The user is also able to
specify the number of days off and whether they should beiconsecutive, and to change those features
as the system is routinely used from week to week.

In addition to the above, each employee can specify (or t~e scheduler can specify for the employee):

(1) Minimum and maximum hours to be worked durihg the week.
(2) Days and hours of availability during the week.

Item (2) above means that each employee has an availability preference, specifying which days of
the week and the hours that employee can work. Since ani employee's availability changes (in some
settings, about 20 % of the work force changes their availabilities each week), the scheduler-human
or machine-must be allowed to edit a file of empl~yee availabilities before addressing the
composition of a new schedule each week. i

Another important feature of the general problem, not treated in the standard scheduling contexts,
I

is that employees are non-homogeneous in ways beyon~ their availability preferences and thus
cannot be treated as interchangea?le entities. Employees Ihave differing skill types, skill levels and
status attributes which limit the scheduler's freedom in as~igning shifts. These include, for example,
the training required to work at various work stations. ~ince these change from time to time, the
system must allow the scheduler to edit each employee's Iprofile data.

In the general employee scheduling problem, it may al$ be necessary to observe seniority rules,
such as those specifying that employees with more seniority must get 1l1l0re hours of work and start
earlier (an early start may be considered desirable), exdept when other requirements would be
violated.

Union/management rules, in the general problem, can r~uire that a specified minimum amount of
time must elapse between the time an employee works on~ day and begins again the next. In some
settings they may also require that certain employees, S4ch as students, may not work beyond a
specified hour more than one night during the week. i

IMPLICATIONS OF THE NON-~OMOGENEOUS EMPLOYEE POOL

In the simpler shift scheduling problems, it is possible to ttesign shifts {and to determine the desired
number of each shift type) without regard to employee availabilities, employee skills and skill levels or
employee status. Descriptions of the shift scheduling problem in the literature, on the other hand,
sometimes appear to involve a more general solution capability-for example, indicating that shifts
are generated to conform to union rules, company policy, etc. What this means, in practice, is that the
shifts generated represent categories that are potentially acceptable, but there is no control over
whether those selected as a "solution" have an appropriate composition. This is entirely reasonable
for settings where restrictions are loose enough that employees can simply "sign-up" for whatever
schedule is posted, but in broader settings, such a disregard of individual differences can have dire

consequences.
In the general scheduling problem, therefore, the desi~n of the shifts and their assignment to

specific employees must be coordinated. Designing shifts w\thout considering whether empolyees can
be found to take those shifts will yield either a poor fit (a poor match of employees assigned to
employees wanted on duty) or, still worse, an infeasible solution.

LINKING CONSTRAINTS BETWEEN l1lME PERIOD BLOCKS

Another significant aspect of the general employee sch~uling problcm is the existence of linking
constraints between time periods. In typical applications pf the general problem, each day may be
construed as a block consisting of96 fifteen-minute period~, and the assignment of employees to duty
periods during that block is not independent of assignments to employees in other blocks. In addition
to restrictions governing admissible assignments on any given day, these linking constraints imply
that there are also restrictions governing the total number of periods throughout the entire week, as
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well as governing the selection of certain types of assignments successively, or cumulatively, across
days of the week, e.g. limitations on the selection of opening and closing assignments.

In standard shift scheduling problems, by contrast, blocks such as days are construed as essentially
independent. Linking conditions either do not exist or are innocuous enough to be ignored while
composing a schedule for any given day (where, for example\ the ending conditions for one day may
be used to give starting conditions for the next, which again is treated independently).

The days-off and shift scheduling problems can be readily treated as special cases of the general
problem, allowing many of the more difficult conditions to be relaxed. By assuming, during the shift
design phase, a universe of homogeneous employees without linking constraints across blocks of
time, the shift design problem is made relatively simple. Thus a system for the general scheduling
problem handles these less restrictive problems as a special! case.

THE REAL WORLD SETlfING

In real world settings, the manual scheduler (generally a supervisor) works in a highly dynamic
mode. Each week, and sometimes more frequently, a new schedule must be created to reflect the
altered employee availabilities and changes in the forecasted volume of business. To control costs,
management frequently requires that the person-hours of work assigned must not call for a dollar
expenditure out of proportion to the dollar sales forecasted.

The manual production of a schedule that respects limited and varying employee availabilities, and
yet matches the requirements, is very difficult. The consequence is that the manually produced
schedule generally calls for overages (too many on duty) at certain times during the day and week,
and- to keep labor costs within acceptable boundaries- produces corresponding shortages (too few
on duty) in others. This results in poor service: a condition which managers must seek actively to
avoid in highly competitive service industries.

Producing a schedule manually also requires a good deal o£time. For example, in the supermarket
and fast food industries, our investigations indicate that it takes from 8 to 14 hours for a manager to
schedule from 70 to 100 employees for one week, depending on the seriousness devoted to the task.
The resulting schedule is likely to be substantially less than optimal. Even when all special conditions
may be met (which is often not the case for schedules produced manually), shortages and overages
often combine to yield less than desirable service or an inflated payroll.

IMPLEMENTING OUR APP~OACH

To apply our solution method to the general employee scheduling problem. we design shifts with
deference to features specified by the user, and with deference to employee availabilities. When a shift
is selected, to augment the growing set of shifts which is generated with the goal of meeting the
requirements, the identity of the employee to take that shift is specified. This assures that employees
are only assigned shifts they are available for. In case the problem lacks a schedule that is feasible in all
respects, our approach generates a schedule that nevertheless comes as close as possible to achieving
feasibility, then helps the user identify alternative ways to deal with the limitations that created the
infeasible situations.

As we subsequently document, our procedure succeeds in solving problems in the range of 1000
times larger than those related scheduling problems previously studied in the literature.
Fundamentally, we view our procedure as an integration of management science (MS) and artificial
intelligence (AI). Among the levels of procedural generality to which such an integration is relevant,
from the micro level of computer coding to the macro level of global strategies, it is the higher levels
that have the greatest impact on solution quality and efficienc)j, and account for what we believe may
be unique to our approach.

Evidently, orders of magnitude of difference in the size of combinatorial problems that are
successfully treated cannot be explained by clever coJDPuter coding. Intermediate level
considerations of specific choice rules are more relevant to achieving such successes. The "structure"
on which the primary choice rules are superimposed consists of a procedure for building and
amending employee shifts which has its roots in the alternating assignment ideas of Glover [9], and
which is characterized more broadly in the context of tabu search in Glover [10]. For this
application, we conceptually view each stage of generating! a partial (or complete) set of duty
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assignments as creating a trial solution, which is modified or elaborated by transition rules: a
standard framework. (Those interested in further details of the system at an intermediate level of
implementation are invited to contact the authors.) The k~y ingredient of our approach lies in the
macro level strategies, which combine the perspectives of management science and artificial
intelligence in ways not commonly done. At this level, our approach consists of three main

components.
First, following an MS based perspective, we develop nu~erical criteria for evaluating the moves

that define possible transitions from one trial solution to apother. We do not, however, settle ona
single criterion for evaluating a particular type of move. In*tead, interlinking criteria and are based
on separate evaluation functions are generated which reflect both feasibility and optimality goals.
Our use of multiple evaluative criteria presents a new difficulty that MS based heuristics traditionally
have not had to face: the fact that a local optimum relative to one criterion may not be a local
opt~mum relativ~ to ano~her. Rather than a st.umbling blockl, we found this difficulty to be a source of
fertile opportUnIty, leading to ways out of blInd alleys encountered by other procedures. To exploit
this opportunity, we formulated our approach so that e~ch criterion was allowed to "vote" on
alternative moves, initially assigning equal weight to the different votes. When a "deadlock" (local
optimum) was reached, we increased the weight of those votes that would find a different solution
preferable, thereby allowing the procedure to find new trial solutions. The procedure was further
endowed with a memory to prevent reversing the direction in which weights were changed, but allowing
the memory to decay so that choices would not be unduly influenced by decisions that should be
regarded ancient history. This method for managing memory was implemented by the use of tabu lists
as described in Glover [1(;1] and Glover et at. [11]. Decay factors that "forgot" decisions beyond five to
twelve moves earlier all succeeded in avoiding cycling and producing good choices. The combined effect
of these features is implicitly to create a tolerance for "bad moves", but only to the extent required to
avoid becoming mired down at local optima, resulting in a highly effective strategy.

Our second main component employed on AI based perspective to identify patterns in the ways
trial solutions are configured. However, in a departure from standard AI perspective, our goal was
not merely to recognize patterns but to create them. In developing this approach, we were guided by
the supposition that certain configurations-as manifested in the magnitude and distribution of
residual requirements, and available means of meeting them-would ultimately lead to better
solutions by our tools of analysis than others. Thus, we adopted the goal of identifying moves that
would lead to configurations we judged intuitively promising. This led to creating additional criteria,
based on means-end analysis to arrive at exploitable patterns, independent of whether moves to
attain these patterns might contribute to the objectives embodied in other criteria. These new criteria

were then incorporated into our first component strategy.
The third major component of our approach was to iden~ify significant segments of the problem,

and then to subject each segment to its own sequence o1 solution phases. In this approach, we
implicitly perform what might be called a conceptual d omposition. While the problem is an
indivisible whole, we nevertheless artifically break it apa~t. After each round of evaluations and
modifications, we put it all back together-a "Humpty Dumpty" process that characteristically
yields gains throughout several repetitions. For example, a~ter a global evaluation of an employee's
availability versus needs yet to be filled over all periods (rel*tive to the current state of the solution),
bias factors are generated for and against scheduling th~ employee in particular period blocks.
Thereupon, the blocks of time periods are treated as t~ough independent for the purpose of
generating the next move. The succeeding global evaluatio~ then fulfills the function of restoring the
links between different blocks. A similar procedure is applie~ to meeting union and seniority rules as
the solution process evolves, temporarily decoupling theseiconsiderations by bias factors and then
restoring them by global review. ;

Viewing our approach in terms of these macro level strategies, it is clear there is nothing to the AI
nor MS oriented approaches that would not, in theory, provide support for our undertaking. In
practice, however, AI and MS approaches are usually imp~emented in a narrower fashion. It is our
impression that the approaches most often described in the literature either employ rather shallow
"AI/human" intuitive techniques, though sometimes in large numbers, or employ slightly deeper MS
heuristic techniques, but in very small numbers. In neither instance do we find great interlinking and
overlaying of alternative criteria. Certainly, we have not seen widespread implementation of multiple
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evaluation functions, integrated and controlled to ov~rcome local optimality and cycling, nor have
we seen the active use of pattern creation (in addition to recognition) using notions of exploitability
instead of objective gain. Formal mathematical decomposition, although too rigid and inapplicable
to discrete problems of the type we examine, has somp resemblance to the third component of our
approach, if one views the decomposition as susceptiple to being carried out in different ways.

THE QUALITY OF THIE SCHEDUljE

We describe now the results of 10 computer solutiob tests, producing one schedule for one week,
for each of 10 restaurant problems, involving 100 emplfyees, from a real world application in the fast
food industry. These tests were conducted on problems selected for benchmark runs by McDonald's
Corporation Headquarters, Oak Brook, Illinois. These problems correspond to integer
programming problems involving roughly from 1,000,000 to 4,000,000 variables, and from 3400 to
9000 constraints, as noted in the integer program~ing formulation described subsequently. A
summary of the test results is provided in Table 2. !

The percent of optimality figures indicated in Table :1 were arrived at as follows. With each run, no
shortages were produced. That is, during no 15-minu~e period during the week was the number of
employees assigned to be on duty less than the desired number. In one run, during three I5-minute
periods throughout the week there was an excess of Ii one employee, over and above the number
desired. This does not mean that fewer employees could be used, since eliminating an employee would
then create shortages in all other I5-minute periods! the employee worked (assuming the same
employee was on duty in these three I5-minute periods during the week). In two other runs, there was
an excess of one employee, during eight I5-minute periods during the week, over and above the
number desired. For the other seven the average was ,between three and eight.

In a perfect schedule, the shortages and the overage~ would all be zero for all periods during the
week. In the ten problems tested, periods designated ifor scheduling equalled 540 (out of 672 15-
minute periods for the week). Thus, in the worst case qur method achieved zero shortages and zero
overages for 98 % (532 out of 540) of the total periods lunder consideration. We did not attempt to
obtain the very best solutions possible by our approac~ (if better solutions did in fact exist), but used
an automatic cut-off rule to terminate search, which !accounts for the similarity of run times on
problems of different sizes. :

In the papers cited that report on an application inl a practical setting, comparisons of solution
quality are difficult due to different types of objective functions and a frequent lack of explicit
performance data. Partial evidence of the quality of performance is offered in Segal [8] by reporting
execution time on an IBM 360/67, which ranged from about 40 seconds to something over a minute
(the maximum was not specified) for problems with 300 to 400 variables. The other papers,
addressing a problem that comes closest to our general problem structure [2, 3], likewise report
reliance on a mainframe computer, but do not offer computation times.

In typical real world settings for fast food stores (supermarkets, banks, reservation offices and the

Table 2. Test results in a t~n case study

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

24
24
23
24
23
23
23
22
24
22

2,64p,250

I ,35! ,772 1,15 ,117

3,25 ,222

2,.14 .605

4",9~,580

I ,j6~.1 00

4,005,202

2,613,800

1.215,641

3400
3400
3400
4732
4732
4732
4732
4732
9004
9004

"All runs were executed on an IBM PC, 128 K memory.
+ Determined by program counters, explained in formulation section.

~Solutions verified to be at least the indicated percent of optimality.

min
min
min
min
min
min
min
min
min
min
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like), large mainframes are not common. In fact, it ~s the increasing prevalence of inexpensive

computers that makes a~tomated sch~duli~g in these ,ett~ngs practical.

Our system has accordIngly been WrItten m BASIC a~d Implemented on microcomputer systems

such as the KA YPRO II TRS 80 Model II, and ~he I.B~ PC. Because our system can handle the less

general shift s~ifications and constr~ining conditi~ns ~! the standard shift sched~ling problem, we

executed experImental runs to determIne our executIon time for problems whose sIzes corresponded

to those reported in the literature. For problem profiles
~ orresPOnding to those in Refs [2, 3, 7] our solution times on an IBM PC with 128 K bytes of cen ral memory did not exceed 50 seconds for

problems of up to 500 variables. These microcomputer ti es therefore, in fact, compare favorably to

the mainframe CPU time reported elsewhere. i

It should be noted that solution times for our proce~ure, using the cutoff rule that achieves the

indicated percent of optimality figures, do not increase lanywhere near linearly with the number of

integer variables. Normally the opposite effect would Ibe expected for discrete problems such as

these- i.e. an increase far worse than linear. This atypicJI behavior is a key factor responsible for the

advance in the size of real world problems that can be! handled successfully.

It is also of some interest to compare the performanc~ of our approach to that achieved for other

zero-one scheduling problems and not alone for proble
t s closely related to the class we examined.

We are prompted to make such a comparison in view of he 1984 Lanchester Prize award for a study

of zero-one problems [12]. The citation for the prize underscored the significance of effectively

handling these problems as: "Zero-one linear programming is a very important problem in

Operations Research. Efforts to solve large problems of this type have continued for over 20 years.

However, success has been elusive, and problems with hundreds of zero-one variables and no special

structure could usually not be solved in reasonable computation times".

The award-winning study of Crowder et at. [12] represents one of the most effective attempts to

solve zero-one problems optimally, and provides a major contribution for its ability to perform well

on zero-one problems notably larger than those customarily handled. These problems, ten in

number, ranged in size from 33 to 2756 zero-one variables. The problems were solved by reliance on a

large mainframe computer (an IBM 370/168), and nearly an hour of CPU time was required to

handle the largest problem. The contrasting ability to solve problems with 4,000,000 or more zero-

one variables to 98 % optimality suggests our approach! establishes an appealing trade-off between

assured optimality and problem size, and encourages us to believe that gains for solving other zero-

one problems may be possible, perhaps by similar integration of management science and artificial

intelligence techniques.

CURRENTUSAPE
i

Our system has been used in several settings for overi2 years, producing schedules substantially
superior to those an experienced scheduler can prOducef' any amount of time. Applying our system

to problems involving approx. 100 employees, the user is able in one to two hours to update the
forecast for the coming week, to modify the employ availabilities, and to make "manual"
assignments (using the computer) to selected personnel f r whom specific work schedules are wanted
(e.g. managers). The computer then completes the pr4cess by designing and assigning shifts to
approximate the optimal match of employees on duty io employees wanted, while respecting the
constraints described above. Figure 1 shows one of the printed outputs which the user may select,
indicating by means of a bar graph the shifts assigned to employees on Sunday.

No human intervention is required during the scheduling. Disregarding the improvement in the
schedules produced, the process trims 6 to 12 hours offth9 time required each week for a supervisor to
prepare a schedule manually, and this labor savings by itsFlf can pay for the computer in a reasonable
period of time.

THE INTEGER PROGRAMMINO FORMULATION
I

A more detailed description of the conditions which were respected in the solutions cited above (the
schedules produced using our approach) is as follows: :

!

(1) The number of employees on duty (and not takingj a lunch or quarter-hour break) in each 15-
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!!!!E.; 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 11 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 hrs wk
:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...: --

18 : : < B...LL B >: : : : : : : : : : 1.15 40

:... :...:. ..:.. .:.. .:. ..:.. .:. ":"':"':1"":' ..:.. .:... :...:...: ...:. ..:...:
118 : : < B > : : : : 1 : : : : : : : : : 4 19 25

: ...: ...: ...: ...: ...: ...: ...: ...: ...: ...:,. ..: ...: ...: ...: ...: ...: ...: ...: ...: .

111 : : : < =B >: : :' : : : : : : : : : 4.15 19.15

:.":"':"':"':"':"':"':"':"':"': 1"':"':".:...:...:...:...:...:...:
128 : : : :< =.B > : : : : : : : : : : : : 4 16.15

:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:
120 : : : : < =.=6 > : : : : : : : : :: : 4.15 11.5

:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:
110 : : : : : < B c.LL B >: : : : : : : 1.5 35.25

:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:
I 1 : : : : : < B LL =.ccB >: : : .: : : 8 40

:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:
12 : : : : : : :< B LL ==B >: : : : : 8 40

:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:
I 5 : : : : : : : :< B LLc..z.===zz=B >: : : : 8 39.25

:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:
III : : : : : : : : : < B LL..ccz B > : : : 1.5 35.15

:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:...:
16 : : : : : : : : : < B...=...LL zz B==c=>: : : 8 31.5

112 : : : : : : : : : : < Bc..z..c=LL.= =z.B..c.> : : 1.5 33.15

""",.""...",.",.
114 : : : ::: : : : : < ~.B...~...~~LLc.,.=z=.==B='c> : 8 16

"""'."""""""""""""""""".""" 132 : : : : : : : : : : : < Bz LL...=z.B~~~=zz> : 1.5 16

122 : : : : : : : : : : : :< =..z..B > : : : : 4.25 11.5

:.. .:. ..:... :... :... :. ..:... :. ..:...:...: .1..:.. .: ...: ...: ...: ...:. ..:.. .: :
131 : : : : : : : : : : :!: <~==...~==..B.~=~z>: : : 4.15 16

116 ~:::~:::~:::~:::~:::~:::~:::~:::~:::~:::~:1::~:::~:~~7~~~7:~~7~~~7~~~~~::~:::~ 5 20

130 '< c=z=.B=~.=>' 425 16;.. .;.. .;. ..; ...;... ;... ;... ;...;...;... ;. f.;.. .;. ..; ...; ...: ...:. ..: ...:.. .; .
5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

required 000000112222334455556666666666666666666677779999111111999999998B776644333300
000000

assigned 0000002222223344555566666666666666676666777799991111111999999988716644333300
0000000

short 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0

0 v e r 00000011000000000000000000000000000 1 000000000000000000 1 000000000000000000000 4

Fig. 1. Schedule for Sunday. In this example, the problem size is substantially smaller than in typical

applications, both in terms of number of employees and period requirements. At 18:30 it is apparent 10

employees are assigned (No.2, 5,6, II, 12, 14, 16, 22, 31 and 32) while 9 are required, yielding an average of

one person for that 15 minute period. B means 15 minute break, LL means 30 minute lunch.

minute period must come as close as possibld to satisfying the demand for employees in that
period.

(2) All shifts assigned must be members of a feasible set specified by management rules: from 2 to 8
hours duration; with 0 to 2 quarter-hour breaks, and 0 or 1 half-hour break -depending on the
duration of the shift; and with the placement of the breaks specified by reference to "windows"
within which they may be moved, as specified by management.

(3) No employee can be assigned to more than one shift on any day.
(4) No employee can work less than his or her minimum required number of hours during the

week, nor more than the maximum.
(5) No employee will work less than his or her minimum desired (as opposed to required) number

of hours during the week unless there is not enough work to go around. In this latter case, the
desired minimum is a goal where employees with greater seniorities have their goals respected
first.

(6) No employee can work over 6 shifts during t!he week.
(7) Closing and opening rules:

(a) No employee can "close" more than 2 nights in a week, and never two nights in succession
(closing means working later than a specified hour).

(b) No employee can close one night and "open" the next day (opening means working earlier
than a specified hour).

(c) No student can close more than once dunng the days Sunday through Thursday.
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(8) Other things being equal, employees with more se~iority must be assured more work and an
earlier start.

(9) During certain periods of the day those on duty must represent a specified minimal set of skills
and skiJllevels.

The constraints

We define:

S = the set of acceptable shift types
Sed = the set of shifts which employee e is available td take on day d
p s = the number of quarter-hour periods in shift s !

Xesd = 1 if employee e is assigned shift s on day d; 0 otherwise (decision variable)
Aps = 1 if period p is a duty period for a schedule s; 0 otherwise
Dpd = demand, in projected numbers of employees required to be on duty in period p of day d
Upd = goal programming deviation variable for falling short of the projected demand
Vpd = goal programming deviation variable for exceeding the projected demand
U e = maximum quarter-hour periods of work for employee e during the week
Le = minimum quarter-hour periods of work for employee e during the week
Ge = the desired (goal) minimum quarter-hour periods of work for employee e during the week
Ye = a goal programming deviation variable that allows employee e to work less than Ge periods if

there is not enough work to go round.

Then the preceding conditions can be modeled by the f~llowing constraints, which are numbered
to provide a direct correspondence. """

L L ApsXesd+ Upd-Vpd=Dpd for all p and d.
e seS..

(1)

The composition of Sed assures that condition (2) above is satisfied, independently of the other
constraints. Therefore, we do not include a corresponding constraint (2) in our formulation.

(3)for all e and dL Xesd ~ 1
~s..

(4)Le ~ L L P.Xesd ~ Ue
d -ES."

for all e

(5)for all eGe ~ L L PsXesd + Ye
d .:5..

(6)for all e.

Note that conditions (7), (8) and (9) are not modeled in the preceding constraints. Modeling them is
straightforward but tedius, requiring the use of additional notation without adding to the basic
understanding of the requirements conveyed by their ver~al description.

The objective function
A perfect schedule (as distinguished from an optimal schedule) occurs when the number of

employees assigned, by quarter-hour periods throughout the week, equals the number wanted, and
no employee works less than his or her minimum desired number of hours during the week, while
respecting the various constraints specified. Given the non-homogeneous character of employees, the
fluctuating requirements, and the attributes of the various shift types, a perfect schedule is frequently

impossible.An optimal schedule is one that minimizes some weighted function of the shortages and overages,
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by quarter-hour periods throughout the week, pI s a weighted function of each employee's hours
below the desired minimum.

We define:

WU = a weight to penalize falling below foreca ted requirements (yielding a shortage)
WV = a weight to penalize exceeding the forec sted requirements (yielding an overage)
We = a weight to penalize falling below the desi ed (as opposed to required hours for employee e

to work during the week).

We seek, therefore, to:

WU = L upd it- wv L Vpd + L WeYe
p,d ! p.d e

minimize

The preceding formulation is not the only or m~ t general our procedure can be made to handle,

but represents the model applied to the 10 real w rId problems whose solution statistics we have

reported. In this application, shortages were penali ed more than overages by a ratio of WU to WVof
roughly 4 to 1. Minimum desired employee hours were satisfied automatically by setting We to an
internally computed parameter based on WU, V and the user-specified seniority factor for
employee e.

The number of variables in the integer programming formulation is of course independent of such
parameter choices, and is potentially immense. If all possible placements of lunch and quarter-hour
breaks were included in the schedules, the total number would amount to hundreds of millions of
variables (see the Appendix). However, the admiss bility of all such possibilities, or even uniformly
structured subsets of all possibilities such as th se resulting from the standard assumption of
homogeneous employees, would permit variables t be aggregated and thus effectively shrink their
number to a minute fraction of those otherwise r uired. The simplifying homogeneity feature of
Buffa [3] and [15], for example, makes it possible n these instances to deal with only about 300 to
500 variables in total.

~In the setting of the general employee scheduling problem, where such implicit aggregation is not
possible, we have created a component for our s lution method that counts the total number of
variables precisely for the real world examples we reported in Table 2. These same counting rules
were applied to data of the other papers to ensure t at all reported and inferred numbers of variables
were derived by the same means. i

CONCLUfIONS
Given the best of today's state-of-the-art codes fbr solving very large scale integer programming

problems, the general employee scheduling problem clearly does not lend itself to practical solution by
standard procedures.

It is encouraging both in view of the practic I significance of the general problem, and its
combinatorial complexity, that a method which ombines elements of management science and
artificial intelligence techniques can generate solut ons of exceedingly high quality in very modest
amounts of time. It is also noteworthy that such r suIts have been achieved on a microcomputer.

The "leap" in size by comparison to previous co parable scheduling applications reported in the
literature demonstrates that the effective solution of truly large-scale scheduling applications is
possible, contrary to widespread belief. It is invitin to believe that similar gains may be possible for
other combinatorial zero-one applications, perha s by similar strategies.
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APPENDIX

Shift Definitions Used in the Runs Cited
Shifts are from 2 to 7.5 hours in length (not counting lunch) as follows:

(I) Shifts longer than 5 hours have one lunch;
(2) Shifts from 2 to 5 hours have no lunch;
(3) All work sessions are at least 1.5 hours in length;
(4) Fifteen minute breaks are not scheduled.

In runs cited, schedules were created covering 76 periods each day Sunday to Thursday and 80 periods each day Friday and
Saturday.

This shift description results in 158 different shifts that can be assigned to begin at any period. Over 76 periods and with 30-
minute breaks, 7914 different shifts could be considered for an employee with unlimited availability (the number is less than
76.158 because no shifts can begin in the last 7 periods, only one shift can begin in the eighth period from the end, and so
forth). For the entire week 56,662 different shifts are theoretically possible for such an employee, yielding a potential of
5,666,200 shifts for 100 employees.

The non-homogeneity of employees, which restricted available work days and available periods within days differently for
each, caused the actual number of shift alternatives to be less than this quantity, though the total number of employees
sometimes exceeded 100. The counters placed in our program indicated the actual number of shifts ranged from a low of
1,158,117 to a high of 4,999,580 shifts, as noted in Table 2.

In other applications where it is desired to schedule 15-minute breaks, the number of variables involved soars. A typical 7.5
hour shift with a lunch and two 15-minute breaks has 375 variations compared with 19 variations for the 7.5 hour shift used in
the above restaurant runs. We are currently experimenting with another version of our procedure which is handling over 26
million IP variables.


